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I 1 Scope
The objective of the studies in this report was to develop rotordynamic
analysis procedures for obtaining numerical criteria for the balancing
of flexible rotors. Present numerical criteria for flexible rotor
balancing are based on related practical experience. This study
attempts to develop flexible rotor balancing criteria, through the use
of rotor analysis techniques, Such a formulation should validate exist-
ing criteria, and would provide a general procedure for establishing
criteria values for specific rotor types.
The procedure used in this study was to use a rotor response computer
program to calculate the response of a range of flexible rotors in a
systematic manner. This provided rotor response charts by which criteria
for many similar rotor types could be obtained directly, as follows.
First, a comprehensive analysis was made of the unbalance response of
a uniform flexible rotor in several types of fluid-film bearings.
Charts bf rotor whirl amplitude vs. speed were plotted for ranges of bearing-
rotor stiffness parameter, C/d. Second, a procedure for representing a
non-uniform rotor as an equivalent uniform rotor with similar dynamic
properties was developed. This was based on using the lowest rigid-
bearing flexural critical speed value and the mass of the rotor to de-
fine an equivalent rotor stiffness, which was then matched to that of
the uniform diameter rotor. A further procedure was developed for mak-
ing equivalent bearing representations. This is important in cases where
a rotor is supported in two end bearings which do not Have identical stiff-
ness and damping properties.
The third step was to test the equivalent rotor procedure for its
ability to represent bearing whirl amplitude,;. This was done by
computing the response of the equivalent rotor system and that
of the actual non-uniform rotor system, and comparing results. This
A	
comparison was made for twelve different nonuniform rotor cases, to
compare the effectiveness of the equivalent rotor method amplitudes for
the first whirl mode.
7
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The fourth step in the procedure was to compare results from the
equivalent rotor method with results available from other calculations
done on six practical rotors. In several rases test data on rotor
whirl amplitudes was available for these practical rotors. This data
allowed information on rotor unbalance/rotor journal whirl amplitude
and on other response details to be developed. Equivalent rotors were
developed in each instance, and whirl amplitudes were calculated for
specified rotor residual unbalance. These results were checked against
results based on actual ( a ) values. The results provided an assess-
ment of the validity of the proposed method, and gave new information
on the suitability of existing rotor balance criteria.
The above four steps are demonstrated herein, and typical results are
shown. The remainder of this report discusses progress made toward
improved flexible rotor criteria, with suggestions for additional studies
to supplement the above.
1.2 Need
The need to develop improved balancing criteria arises from both
the lack of an established data base for flexible rotor balancing,
and from the lack of a procedure by which specific criteria for a
given rotor can be obtained. Such data have been developed for rigid
rotors in two end bearings. The method for selection of an appropriate
numerical criterion for a rigid industrial rotor requires that the rotor
be classifie, into a specific quality grade suited to its function.
A corresponding residual unbalance value is then selected for its
speed of operation. Charts for both the above steps are given in
I.S.O. Standard Document 1940 (1973); Balancing of Rigid Rotors,
reference [1]. The charts in this document are based on comprehensive
data for rigid rotors from a range of industrial applications: see
Muster and Flores [2].
Similar data for flexible rotors are in the process of practical de-
velopment. This development is presently based on two sources: (a)
from established machinery vibration standards and, (b) from prior
It
experience with typical flexible rotor machines. Data obtained from
both procedures is empirical. Without questioning its validity, the
data base for such information must be somewhat restricted. Also, it is
difficult to quantify in a consistent manner. These reasons suggest
that additional data developed by analyses should represent a useful
addition to existing criteria. Once developed, an analytical criterion
would apply to a rotor of any shape, size, or speed.
1.3 Previous Work
Early computer studies of unbalance response of a rotor in fluid-film
bearings were made by Lund and Sternlicht [3] in 1961. A single-disk
rotor was studied to determine the influence of the oil film in attenua-
ting rotor vibrations, especially during operation near the flexural
critical speed of the system. Data on the dynamic properties of several
types of fluid-film bearings is included in this report, with comparisons
of their relative influence on rotor unbalance amplitudes. The response
of a symmetrical two-disk rotor in partial bearings was studied by Warner
and Thoman [ 4.1, who gave design charts for evaluation of amplitude re-
sponse and transmitted force. The computer analysis of rotor-bearing
systems has been discussed by several authors including Lund and Orcutt
151 who compared theoretical whirl amplitudes with test results for a
given high-speed flexible rotor. These results were later verified by
Thomas [61 who wrote the initial version of the computer program described
herein. A parametric study of the unbalance response of a uniform flex-
ible rotor in fluid-film bearings was trade by Rieger [7].
Criteria for rotor balancing were initially proposed by Feldman [8]
based on work by Federn [91, Rathbone [10], and others. Muster and Flores
[21 collected data on rigid rotors from a variety of industries, and from
this data made a statistical determination of acceptable rotor vibration
levels for various rotor types, sizes, weights and speeds. These results
4
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were used as the basis for the rigid rotor criteria charts in I.S.U.
Document 1940 (1973) [1j. This document also contains much valuable
guidance on rigid rotor balancing technology, Other standards for
rigid rotor balancing (ALMA, NFMA, API) are also available, but I.S.O.
1940 is more comprehensive.
Flexible rotor balancing procedures and concepts are described in
I.S.O. Draft International Standard I.S.O. DIS 5343 (1976), ref. [11],
This document describes suitable procedures for balancing the five basic
rotor classes mentioned previously. Numercial criteria for flexible
rotor balancing were proposed by Giers [12] based on values given in a
Garman Vibration Standard Document VDI 2953. In revised form these
criteria plus a guide to their application is given in T.S.Q. draft
International Standard 2905 (1978), ref. [13]. These criteria values
make allowance for rotor size, duality, operating speed, and location
of measurement. Further detail form I.S.Q. 5343 and I,S.O. 2916 are
given in the present report.
2, UNBALANCE RESPONSE COMPUTER PROGRAM
2.1 Proqram Details
The computer program used in this study was a general rotor system
unbalance response program, based on the system model shown in 'Figure 1.
Practical rotors are modeled using a sequence of cylindrical sections
which are rigidly joined together at their ends. Disk sections of the
rotor wi-'Loh mass and gyroscopic properties are also incorporated at
these end junctions, as shown. Rotor unbalance is included at the
rotor junctions, and a spatial distribution of unbalance along the rotor
may be introduced through the use of sine and cosine unbalance components
at the rotor unbalance stations.
Bearings are represented in this program by the model shown in figure 2,
using the conventional linearized eight stiffness and damping coefficient
procedure. Bearings are introduced into the system model at suitable
rotor section ends, as shown in figure 1. This procedure allows the
influence of any desired bearing geometry or bearing operating conditions
to be investigated for which the coefficient data is available. The
influence of given plain cylindrical bearings, tilting-pad bearings,
axial groove bearings, and partial arc bearings on the response of
several rotor configurations was investigated during this investigation.
The rotor-bearing formulation used allows the shaft to whirl in a elliptical
orbit, where required by the bearing conditions. The magnitude of the
rotor whirl ellipse maximum radius is plotted for selected rotor locations
on the rotor response charts. These response charts are used in developing
the balance criteria with which this report is concerned.
The computer program was developed and verified by Thomas [6]. A matrix
formulation is used, based on the dynamic stiffness procedure of
McCallion and Rieger [14]. Excellent correlation with previous rotor-
bearing system studies was demonstrated during program verification.
A program listing with input and output details is given in the Appendix
of this report.
f!
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3, UNIFORM ROTOR RESPONSE CALCULATIONS
3.1 System Parameters
It has been shown by Rieger [7] that the unbalance response of a uniform
rotor in fluid-film bearings may be described in terms of:
A
a) bearing geometry and operating conditions
b) axial location of unbalance
c) type of unbalance (force, couple)
The dimensionless parameters used to describe rotor unbalance response
are;
1. Amplitude ratio
r _ maximum radius of whirl orbit, ins,
a - eccentricity of rotor mass, ins.
U = Wa
it
2. Speed ratio
w __ shaft speed of rotation, rad/sec
we lowest rigid bearing critical speed, rad/sec
3. Stiffness ratio
c _ radial machined clearance of bearin g
S - Mid-span pfl ection of uniform rotor in rigid bearings
4. Eccentricity ratio
eeccentricity of journal center from bearing center
T - radial machined clearance of bearing
i-	 ••.,.>^'
3.2 Uniform Ro!or Resgcg a Charts
Figures 4 through 29 show charts of unbalance response for d uniform rotor
i n:
a) Plain cylindrical journal bearings
b) Four-shoe tilting pad bearings
c) Partial arc bearings
d) Four axial groove bearings
Details of the conditions for which the above results apply are specified
in tablo 1. These results apply fcr a uniform cross-section end-bearing
rotor as shown in figure 3. In each instance, the unbalance force is a
single force vector located at the axial position specified in table 1.
The unbalance response computer program described in section 2 was used
to calculate the rotor response results. In most instances, the rotor
was represented in two sections as shown in figure 3. These sections
join at the unbalance vector location. This representation includes the
distributed mass and distributed stiffness properties of the rotor, which
are incorporated directly through the rotor dynamic stiffness mentioned
previously. The other ends of the rotor sections are each supported in
fluid-film bearings of the type specified. Tt,e validity of results
obtained using this rotor model was verified against data from ref [71
before proceeding.
Data given in the charts of unbalance response applied for conditions of
constant bearing eccentricity ratio, e. This representation simplified
the calculation procedure. To use these charts it is necessary to know
in advance the bearing operating eccentricity for the conditions under
which the rotor unbalance response data is required. Bearing eccentricity
can be obtained from standard steady-state performance charts, for the
appropriate bearing type, slenderness ratio (L/D), and Sommerfeld number
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for the given bearing operating conditions, Bearing eccentricity may also
be obtained by a measurement from an actual bearing. Additional details
of pad length, groove geometry, etc., for which the bearing coefficients
apply must also be considered. When applying the results of this report
it should be borne in mind that variations from the calculated bearing
geometry details and operating conditions may cause response results to
differ somewhat from the computed results, especially in the region of
the critical speed peak amplitudes.
3.3 Uniform Rotor Res ponse Results
Figures 4 through 29 are charts of rotor whirl amplitude results
obtained using the computer program described in Section 2. These
results indicate the variation of:
a) bearing type (plain, axial groove, partial arc, tilti , pad)
b) stiffness ratio (c/S = 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10.0, 30.0)
c) speed ratio (w/can = 0.1 through 25.0, relative to rigid bearing
critical speed, wn)
d) response location (midspan response, journal response)
The curves shown apply for the case of midspan unbalance. The charts
are discussed in detail below.
a) Plain c }l indrical bearings
Figure 4 shows the variation of mid—span rotor response with,mid-span
unbalance over the speed range at eccentricity ratio c . 0.2, for various
t
	 stiffness ratio (c/s) values. Low stiffness ratios, e.g., c/8 = 0.3
correspond to the rigid bearing case (high 6, low 0), which is seen to
r
	 peak at w/wn = 1.01 and 9.0, as expected. The peak at w/wn = 4.0 is
C
	
absent because the mid-span unbalance does not excite non-symmetric
k
	
modes. Higher stiffness ratio values tend toward rigid -rotor flexible-
i
	 bearing conditions. For c/d = 0.3 the minor peak at w/wn = 0.5 is a
i
x
`R
r.
a
rc
a
damped rigid-rotor critical speed, and the peaks at 2.25 and 12.0
represent free-free rotor modes. At w/wn = 2,25 the bearing damping
is still significant, whereas at 12.0 the bearing damping is less effective
and large whirl amplitudes occur. Similar trends are evident in figure 5
for e - 0,5, More rigid bearing conditions exist with c = 0.7 as shown
in figure 6.
For this case, the rigid bearing curve c/6 	 30 shows two low-speed
peaks at w/wn = 0.2 and 0.5, corresponding to the damped rigid rotor
critical speeds. This stiff bearing case also brings out the free-free
criticals at w/wn = 2.25 and 12.0 (strongly).
Results for journal whirl amplitudes with mid-span unbalance are shown
in figures 7, 8 and 9, corresponding to eccentricity ratios of e = 0.2,
0.5 and 0.7. Amplitudes are generally less than at mid-span, though
similar trends may be observed in the results. For e	 0.2 the rigid
bearing case c/d 0.3 shows resonant peaks at w/wn = 1.0 and at 9.0, as
previously. The rigid rotor case shows resonant peaks at w/wn = 2.25
and 12.0 as previously, but the low-speed rigid rotor modes below
w/wn = 1.0 are evidently suppressed probably by over-critical damping
in the bearings. Similar results are apparent for c = 0.5. The stiff
bearing case e = 0.7 shows the rigid body critical speeds below wn = 1.0,
possibly because the bearing damping is effectively smaller for this
case.
b) Fou r axial groove bearings
Similar trends are evident in the axial groove bearing results to those
observed for the cylindrical bearing rotor results. For c = 0.2 in
figure 10 the rigid bearing curve c/d 	 0.3 again shows a sharp resonant
peak at w/wn = 9.0-10.0, though this appears to have been suppressed by
damping, as was the peak around w/w ay = 16.0. Thus even at mid-span the
rigid bearing rotor tends to be adequately damped in its higher modes.
The rigid rotor trends differ from these results. A rigid body mode
is observed at w/wn = 0.46, and the rotor free-free mode ,occurs at 2.25.
The pe,!k amplitude in this mode is larger than the rigid-body mode, and
the next resonant mode at w1wn	12.0 is even stronger, shohing the
decreasing influence of damping for higher rotor frequency ratios,
As the rotor stiffness ratio c/d increases the above trends become
more pronounced,
For c " 0.5 figure 11 all resonant peaks are very distinct, 1,o., the
systom is losing its effective damping. The rigid bearing case c16 = 00
is evident at w1wn - 1.0, 9.0 and 16.0. The rigid rotor case is also
sharp and distinct at co/w
n 
m 0.45, 2.26, and 12,0 as discussed previously,
All resonant peaks apart from c/1 - 0.3 blend into a single response
above W/W n = 9.0 with a strong coupon response peak at 12.0
For c	 0.7, figure 12, the rigid bearing rotor resonances occur at
Way r 1.0 (strong), 4.5 (damped, weak), 7.0, and 12.0 (very strong).
The rigid rotor criticals for ch = 30 Occur at w1wn = 1-5, 0.4 (damped),
2.25 (strong) and 12.0 (very strong). c/6 cv oves except QJ appear to
blend around a"S = 2.0 and so form common resonant peaks at 2.25 and
12.0.
The journal response at the above conditions is shown in figures 13
through 15. Figure 13 shows the journal response for c = 0.2 which is
similar to that observed for the plain cylindrical bearings. The rigid
bearing case has the lowest journal whirl amplitudes with resonant
conditions at w/Wn = 1.0, 70 and 16.0. Amplitudes generally increase
as rotor stiffness increases for c/A = 30. A rigid critical is observed
at 3.0 (stronger) and 12.0. Again the stiffer rotor responses appear
to form a common peak around w/K = 12.0, though this trend is apparent
in the lower resonance at to/wn = 2.25 to 4.0. The peaks become
sharper as the rotor stiffness increases.
For an eccentricity of c = 0.5 the resonant peaks become sharper, due
to the overall decrease in bearing damping, i.e., (law/k) (effective)
decreases, This effect is evident in figure 12. The tendency toward
blending for stiffness ratios above c/6 = 0.3 is again observed at
WVWn = 8.0 and beyond. It is also evident that all response peaks have
maximum values of about the same value, in each resonant range.
r ,
An eccentricity of c = 0,7 the first mode peaks are relatively small
and of similar maximum value, X/a = 5.0, as shown in figure 15. The
second resonance at w/wn 	 2.25 showy all stiffness characteristics
blended, and again at w/wn , 12.0, with the exception of c/6 = 0.3.
Generally speaking, the axial groove soaks are greater than the plain
cylindrical maxima by between 2:1 and 3:1.
c) Partial Arc Bearings,
Trends observed for the two previous bearing types are again evident
for partial arc bearings. For a flexible shaft in rigid bearings and
an eccentricity ratio of t: = 0.2, figure 16, mid-span amplitude peaks
are evident at w/wn = 1.0, 9.0 (minor) and w/wn = 12.0. Rigid rotor
conditions give rise to larger amplitudes below w/wn = 1.0 with damped
rigid-body criticals in this region. Free-r;°ee modes occur at
w/wn
	2.25 and 13.0. Again the rigid shaft characteristics begin to
blend above wAOn = 2,0, with a common peak at w/w n = 12.0. In general
laid-span whirl amplitudes are somewhat higher than with plain cylindrical
bearings,
At an eccentricity ratio of e = 0.5, figure 17, rigid-body critical
speeds are evident for each shaft stiffness ratio above c/d = 0.3, at
speeds below w/w ry
 = 1.0. Above w/wn = 1.0 the c/s = 0.3 curve response
again has critical speeds at w/wn	3.5, 9.0, and 13.0, whereas the
rigid shaft criticals are at w/w n = 2.25 and 13.0. Similar trends are
evident in the curves for e = 0,7, figure 18, except that the rigid
body criticals are more evident at the higher eccentricity ratio than
for e = 0.2. At e = 0.7, the curves are again similar to the responses
at lower eccentricity ratios. The response amplitudes are somewhat
higher than at e = 0.2 and 0.5.
The journal whirl characteristics shown in figures 19, 20 and 21 are
similar to those for the plai>> cylindrical bearing. A minor peak occurs
for the flexible shaft case at w/wn = 1.0, for stiffness of c/S = 0.3
all other stiffness ratios show common resonant peaks at w/w n and 2.25
and 12.0. Magnitude of the peaks is similar to the plain cylindrical
1
I=
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journal amplitude ratios.	 At e = 0.5 the curves are all blended above
` w/wn = 1.0, with peaks at 2.25 and 12.0. Below w/wn = 1.0, minor rigid
rotor critical speed peaks are evident.	 These peaks are again evident
for e = 0.7, and the rigid rotor peaks at 2.25 and 12.0 are again present.
The flexible rotor characteristic shows a small	 rigid bearing critical at
w/wn = 0.8 and at 3.5.	 The lower critical speeds suggest that the
partial bearing acts somewhat more flexible than the plain cylindrical
bearing for given stiffness ratio.
d) Tilting pad bearings
Response characteristics with tilting pad bearings shown in figures 22
through 27 again resemble the characteristics seen with plain cylindrical
bearings. The rigid bearing flexible shaft curve shows critical speeds
at w/wn = 1.0 and 12.0. The higher critical is more heavily damped, and
both peaks are lower than for corresponding plain cylindrical bearing
case, in the ratio 0.4;1.0 approximately. The indication is that tilting
pad bearings dampen flexible shaft modes more than plain bearings.
Rigid rotor criticals of low magnitude appear below w/wn = 1.0, and at
w/wn	 2.25 and 12.0. The magnitude of these peaks is of the same order
as with the plain cylindrical bearing.
At e = 0.5, figure 23, the above pattern is repeated. The flexible shaft
c/8 = 0.3 is lower at w/wn = 1.0 and higher at w/wn = 12.0. The rigid
rotor peaks are higher at low speed, but otherwise similar. At E = 0.7,
figure 24, conditions are similar to E = 0.5 and the peaks are of the
same general magnitude.
The journal response curve for E = 0.2, figure 25, also resembles the
response seen in plain cylindrical bearings. Flexible shafts in rigid
bearings have lower response amplitudes below w/wn = 1.0, and then grow
to a peak at w/wn = 12.0. Rigid rotor response is larger, but no
critical peak appears below w/wn
 = 1.0 for e	 0.2. The free-free peak
appears at w/wn = 2.25, and all curves blend closely into the peak at
w/wn = 12.0. Similar trends are evident at e = 0.5, figure 25, and
again at e = 0.7, figure 27. Amplitudes appear to be larger at higher
operating eccentricities by between 25 to 35 percent over amplitudes
at e = 0.2.
,..
4, THE EQUIVALENT ROTOR BEARING SYSTEM
M Equivalent Rotor Calculation Procedure
In the present context, an equivalent rotor-bearing system is a
uniform rotor in fluid film bearings which has similar dynamical pro-
perties to those of the complex rotor-bearing system on which it is
based. The equivalent system is a convenient means of representing
the actual rotor system by which balance criteria suited to an actual
rotor system may be obtained from the uniform rotor response charts dis-
cussed in Section 3. Both an equivalent rotor and equivalent bearings
may be required to model a given system. The concept of an equivalent
rotor system is shown in figure 30, The procedure for defining the
equivalent rotor is as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the first bending critical speed N c1 of the actual
rotor, mounted in rigid radial supports which are located
at the axial midpoint of the rotor journals..
Step 2: Calculate the diameter of the equivalent uniform shaft in
rigid bearings which has the same bending critical speed
Nr 1 as the actual rotor in rigid bearings, given the same
material properties E and w, and the same bearing span L.
To do this let:
	
r	 _	 r	
' F
-PAN cl 	 Ncl
	
- 9'55L2
Actual	 Equivalent
2	 D
= 9.55 -^^ e * w rpm
r	
2Ncl	 L	 w
	
or	 De	 2.39	
Tr 2	
Eg
	
in
r,a
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De is the diameter of the equivalent rotor in rigid bearings
which has the same first bending NI critivil speed as the equi-
valent rotor in rigid bearings.
Step 3: Determine the operating eccentricity v  of the bearings of dia-
meter De for the equivalent uniform rotor system. The theory
for this step is given in the following section.
The above steps define an equivalent rotor-bearing system for which the
unbalance amplitude response properties may be determined from the charts
given in Section 2.
4.2 Theory of Equi valent Bearing Procedure
The theory for determining the equivalent bearing eccentricity from the
actual bearings is based on several assumptions:
(a) The ratio of bearing radius 'to radial clearance (R/C) remains the
same for the uniform rotor as for the actual rotor,
(b) The actual bearings are sufficiently close in size and loading
that the operating eccentricity for both bearings is approxi-
mately the same.:
This allows the equivalent bearings to be based on the average operation
eccentricity, or
cL +
	 L = left
r.^
ca =	 2	 R = right	 (1 )
For dynamically similar bearings, the assumption is made that
RU	 Ra	 U = uniform
	
(2)
C
U 	
CS	 S = stepped
a
where R is the bearing radius, C is the bearing clearance, U refers
to the uniform rotor, and 'a' is the average value for the stepped rotor.
Then
S
C U - () CS
	
as R^ - Dee
	(3)
R 
	 2
The maximum static deflection due to gravity of a uniform-section beam
in rigid supports is;
SO U _	 5
-
AL
-	 '4
 
5 w 160
384 8II f ^—
e
Thus (C/6) U
 may now be easily calculated.
Now, let f;a
 be the average bearing eccentricity of the stepped rotor, i.e.
c L * C 
°a - _-v 2
then since the average Sommerfeld number of the stepped rotor S A
 = f(1/eA),
it follows that
^uNDL(R)21U
EA	
S  -	 W C
eU	 Sa
J.^NDL(CR ) 2^A
If we again preserve R/C, and also L/D, ja, and N (where p is the viscosity,
and N the speed in rev/sec) then
Ea	 D2 Wa	 WU Da 2
EU
	 —e 
W-	 E 	 (WA)(Da) Ea
a
Iwhere WO
 
is the weight of the equivalent uniform rotor, Wa $ is the
weight of the stepped rotor, D a is the _AvR	 diameter of the stepped
rotor, and 0e is the diameter of the equivalent uniform rotor.
Knowing (C/S) U and cU , the unbalance response of the stepped rotor
can be determined by referring to 
the 
appropriate uniform rotor curve in
this report, or it can be calculated using ROTOR2, or another unbalance
response program.
4.3 Sample Calculation of Equivalent Rotor-Bearing , System
Consider a non-uniform steel rotor of the type shown in table 2, case 1,
which has a bearing span of L = 100 in. and weight W = 6224.2 lb. The
lowest rigid-support critical speed for this system is N r = 6400 rpm.
Calculate the diameter of the e quivalent uniform shaft having similar
dynamic properties and the eccentricity of the equivalent plain cylindri-
cal bearing with L/D ratio = 1.0.
Step 1: Equivalent diameter De
Given N r	 6400 rpm
I
and D	 (L) , [—We
	
Tg
	6400 
(l0-0)1	
0,283
u	 ( 30.10 )(386.4)
De	13.13 ins.
Step 2: Equivalent bearing eccentricity
71
	D4
	
-6
 
{13.13)4	 1569.9 in
—4
4
e	 64 e
p	
—►^ 2D	60	 20
	
fo	 10
A
e
	- 
2.3
Au	 -
2. AeA.
u
1313
ob	 .5o	
13.5
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0 2 	 ro 20 f0 4
Ae	
1.7
Au
TABLE 2. System Details for ^rj,-;jvalent Rotor Studies
Midspan whirl
Case
	
amplitude ratio
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TABLE 2. System Details for Equivalwit ii,, 'or Studies (Can't)
Midspan whirl
Case	 amplitude ratio
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Rotor mid-span defl ecti on
 e M Z^ • wE1
	
5	 (0.283)(141.66)(108
Y8-4
	
(30.106 )( 1 569. 9)
1.0896 x 
	
i ns
Effective bearing machined clearance:
Ce =^	 C,^	 (6 :5)10 x 10 - 3	 8.953 x 10"'3 ins.
Stiffness rat'lo
e	 8.953 x 10_3 : 8.217
Se	 1.0896 x 10
If the rotor in case 1 operates with eccentricity e a = 0.2, and the
uniform rotor weight We is
We = wAL. = 0.283(141.6t)('i0) = 4008.98 lb.
the equivalent bearing operating eccentricity is;
,
The parameters required for determining the unbalance response of the
equivalent rotor-bearing system are therefore:
Stiffness ratio:	 ()e : 8,217
Eccentricity ratio:	 ee = 0.16
for plain cylindrical bearings of L/D r 1.0 mounted in rigid supports.
These values may now be used to determine the response of the given rotor
system using the equivalent uniform rotor system response charts.
The following section describes a range of tests which were applied to
Ghe above theory, to detem ine w hither 	 C:qu i valent ro
t
or procedure
could be used to predict the unbalance response of non--uniform rotors,
using the uniform rotor response charts given in Section 3. The
general result of the following study is that for the range of two-end-
bearing rotors shown in table 2, the equivalent rotor theory predict
resonant response amplitudes which are approximately 1.6 to 2.5 times
as great as the true rotor response. Accepting this excess amplitude
as a safety factor will therefore allow the equivalent rotor theory to
be used as a basis for selecting rotor balancing criteria. This
concept is further tested in Section 6 on several specific rotors.
4
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5, STEPPED ROTOR CALCULATION
5,1 Rotor s stem Details
The non-uniform rotor configurations shown in table 2 were selected to
study the effectiveness of the proposed equivalent rotor method for
unbalance response calculation. Dimensions of each rotor are given in
table 2, Fluid-film bearings with L/D - 1,0 were used in each case,
An unbalance response calculation was made with each rotor in each of the
four bearing types mentioned: Plain cylindrical bearings, partial bearings,
tilting-pad bearings, and axial-groove bearings. The results obtained
are shown in figures 31 through 45,
In each case, the rotor was assumed to be a continuous flexible steel
structure, without any deformable joints or hinges, Each rotor was sup-
ported in two bearings located near its ends, as shown in table 2. Effects
arising from shaft overhangs were examined in several cases. Each rotor
model was composed of two or three basic shaft sections, each of which had
differing diameters and lengths. Where the bearings have different sizes,
they have different eccentricity ratios, denoted by eL and eR , respectively.
Three calculations were made for each rotor as follows:
(a) Response of stepped rotor to unbalance when operating in rigid
bearings,
(b) Response of stepped rotor in damped, flexible bearings,
(c) Response of equivalent rotor in equivalent damped, flexible
bearings,
Table 2 gives iasults for the ratio of the mid-span amplitude of the equi-
valent rotor to the mid-span amplitude of the stepped rotor, Ae/As , both
in flexible bearings. It is shown that the equivalent rotor whirl ampli-
tude exceeds the stepped rotor amplitude for all end-bearing rotors by a
,
C3^3A^w^.;^ti^ak
.n,e3;q.:.d+c5..;:^a,1t^P^aa.. ,., .^., _ _._,. . 	 -
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factor of between 1.63 and 2.5. The overhung rotors in cases 6 and 7
appear to be strongly influenced by whether a mid-span mass exists, and by
the overhangs themselves. Further discussion of these results is given
in section 5.4.
5.2 Comparison of Whir l Arri l i tulle Ratios^
Case 1 is a typical non-uniform rotor system with identical plain cylin-
drical end bearings, L/0 = 1.0, operating with eccentricity ratios
cR = eb - 0.2. The response of this rotor in plain cylindrical bearings
is shown in Figure 32. To obtain the natural frequency of such rotors
In rigid bearings, the following bearing coefficients were used;
Kxx = Kyy = 100 x 106 lb/in
Kxy = Kyx = 0.0 Win
Bxx = Byy = 0.0 lb sec/in
8 x = 3yx = 0.0 lb sec/in
The response of the equivalent rotor for this system is shown in figure 33,
It may be observed that the maximum first-mode stepped shaft response
amplitude at mid-span is 2.2 x 10 -3 in and that the mid-span whirl ampli-
tude of the equivalent shaft is 5.0 x 10-3 in. The ratio of these numbers
is:
Ae = 5.0- 0 x	 = 2 3, as indicated previously
s	 2.2 x 10
ft
Case 2 is the same as case
See table 2. The operating
rigid bearing response is sl
response is shown in figure
valent bearings is shown in
1, but with all dimensions multiplied by 2.0:
eccentricity of both bearings is e	 0.2. The
sown in figure 34, the flexible stepped rotor
35, and the equivalent rotor response in gqui-
figure 36. The ratio of the maximum first
Al
1,
mode mi d-span whirl amplitude of the equivalent rotor to that of the
stepped shaft is Ae/As = 20.10-3/8,10-3	2.5 in this case.
Case 3 is the same as case 1, but with all dimensions multiplied by
3.0. Operating eccentricity ratio is again e = 0.2. Results are shown
in figures 37, 38 and 39. The amplitude ratio for this case is A e/As = 1.7.
Case 4shows the influence of two steps on the shaft, with two moderately-
long cylindr ,;al shaft sections supported in end l.aarings. The bear-
ing eccentricity ratio is again e = 0.2. Results for the rigid bearing
case, stepped rotor case, and equivalent rotor case, are shown in figures
40, 41 and 42, respectively. The amplitude ratio is A e/As = 1.7.
Case 5 is a double overhung rotor with a flexible shaft between bearings.
The bearing operating eccentricity is a 	 0.2. Results are shown in figures
43, 44 and 45. The amplitude rat i o for this case is A e/As = 11.5. This
result is high because modeling as an end-bearing rotor is unsuited to
this case.
Case 6 considers the influence of unsymmetrical shaft sections, and also
the influence on rotor response of bearings which operate at different eccen-
tricity ratios. Results are not shown for this and remaining cases in the
interest of brevity. The amplitude ratio„ in this case, was A e/As = 1.7.
Case 7 has the same rotor as case 6 and the operating eccentricity of the
left bearing is increased to e = 0.4. The amplitude ratio was A e/As = 1.63.
Case 8 is a modification of the case 6 rotor, with a longer left section in
the same bearings as case 6. The amplitude ratio is Ae/As = 1.7.
Case 9 is the case 8 rotor for which the operating eccentricity of the left
bearing has been changed to e = 0.4, with the longer left section of the
case 8 rotor,. The amplitude ratio is Ae/A s = 2.0.
Case 10 is a three mass rotor with an overhang at each end. The connect-
ing shaft section is slender. The rotor operates at eccentricity c = 0.2
y ^Y
...
for both bearings. The lowest rotor whirl mode is a free-free mode. As
with case 5, response results for the actual rotor and for the equivalent
rotor are not similar in form, The amplitude ratio Ae/A s = 0.27, pri-
marily due to the lack of damping in the bearings. This result is not
regarded as relevant because the end bearing equivalent rotor is too
strongly affected by bearing stiffness to assume a free-free bending mode.
5,3 Results
The main result from these studies was that the equivalent rotor procedure
appeared to give results for maximum mid-span amplitude ratio Ae/As which
lay between 1.63 and 2.50. Thus the equivalent rotor predicted mid-span
amplitudes which always exceeded those of the stepped rotor by between
63 percent and 150 percent. The equivalent rotor maximum amplitudes may
therefore be taken as conservative estimates of maximum whirl amplitude.
Two studies of overhung rotors were made, cases 5 and 10. In both instances
the results observed were thought to be unproductive because the overhung
model did not match the end bearing model. Earlier it was assumed that with
flexible bearings the free-free mode would dominate the response, and the
useful comparison would result. It is shown in section 6 that most rotors
appear to function as overhung rotors, due largely to their overhung
coupling sections. Care is therefore necessary in interpreting the results
any rotor in terms of an equivalent end bearing rotor.
An attempt was made to correlate higher modes and to develop amplitude ratios
for these modes. The results were not considered sufficiently successful
to report here and the results are not included. Basically, the modeling
procedure appears to suffer wherever the system model departs from mid-span
symmetry. For symmetrical systems only odd-order modes were excited, whereas
for unsymmetrical systems the even and odd modes were excited. This made
comparison difficult,
Y_..
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6, BALANCING STUDY OF SIX ROTORS,
6.1 Procedure
Six practical rotor systems for which geometry, operating data and
unbalance response data is available were examined to provide informa-
tion on the following questions:
a) How readily can the response results computed in the present
study be used to predict practical rotor whirl amplitudes?
b) How suitable are the flexible rotor balance criteria in
DP 5343 when applied to specific practical rotor cases?
c) How suitable are the criteria parameters presently in use for
rotor balancing, i.e. journal velocity, pedestal velocity?
Where possible, the practical rotor cases chosen had both test data and
calculated results data available. Rotor system details are given in
table 3. Results are compared with existing balance criteria in table 4.
Additional details used in the calculations reported in these tables were
obtained from references cited herein unless otherwise stated.
6,2 Case 1. Lund-Orcutt Rotor. Figure 46.
Lund and Orcutt [5] have described the calculation and testing of a multi-
disk rotor in tilting-pad bearings. The correlation shown between their
test data and their calculated rotor response vs speed data is close. The
results of the Lund-Orcutt study were subsequently confirmed by Thomas [6].
The Lund-Orcutt rotor had a single central disk weighing 36.0 lb mounted
on a uniform shaft weighing 88 lb. The rotor system critical speed is
given as 12,800 rpm. System dimonsions and operating details are quoted
from ref. [5]. The stiffness parameter C/d is found as follows:
1. Bearing clearance, C
For preload, m
	 0.5	 C	 3.75 - 10-3
k
Operating eccentricity at 12,800 rpm:
	 e = 0.2
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2. Mid-span Deflection, 6 	 4
For a rigid-bearing uniform rotor 	 ks =j
For Nc : 12,800 rpm,	 S = 3.96	 10-4
3. Stiffness Ratio C/S
C/d : 9.47
4. C. G. Eccentricity	 a = 500 x 10-6 in (given)
Figure 22 applies for a uniform rotor in tilting-pad bearings
operating at journal eccentricity c = 0.2. The stiffness curve
C/5 = 10 may thus be used for comparison with the Lund-Orcutt
results for this case. This indicates a whirl radius r = 2.2 x 10-3in
at the bearings and r
	 2.6 x 10-3 in at mid-span. Values of r/a
are given below.
5. Whirl radius ratio (test)
Bearing r/a = 2.2 x 10 -3/0.5 x 10 -3 	4.365
Mid-span r/a = 2.6 x 10 -3/0.5 x 10-3 = 5.158
6. Whirl radius ratio (calculated)
Bearing. Figure 22.	 r/a = 1.6
Mid-span. Figure 25..	 r/a = 1.4
Calculated values of whiri radius ratio appear somewhat low for the rotor
configuration involved. This may be due to the stiffness ratio C/6 = 9.74
which corresponds to a stiff flexible rotor in damped flexible bearings. The
response charts E51 for this case suggest a more flexible rotor in stiff
	 -
low-damping bearings. Test values of C/6 appear to be correct. Similarity of
response for the equivalent rotor and for the test rotor may be observed by
1
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A comparison of balancing criteria for the Lund-Orcutt rotor are shown
in table 4. The Lund-Orcutt single disk rotor is a class 3, category II
}	 rotor. Rotor category data is given in table 5, from ISO DR 5343, Ref. [111.
These criteria values indicate the following conditions for the Lund-Orcutt
rotor:
1. Rotor Quality Grade:	 Small turbine rotor G 6.3
2. Permissible Vibration Velocity (table 5)
Journal: V	 0.283 in/sec r.m.s.
Mid-span: V = 0.567 in/sec r.m.s.
3. Corres pondin4 Whirl Amplitude at 12,800 rpm
Journal: r = 0.21 x 10-3 in r.m.s.
Mid-span: r = 0.42 x 10-3 in r.m.s.
4. Corresponding C. G. Eccentricity (implied by whirl radius)
Journal: a = r - r = 0.21	 = 48 x 10-6 in
Mid-span: a	 0.42 x	 = 81 x 10
-6
 in
5. Permissible Whirl Radius/Clearance Ratio
Journal: r/c = 0.21 x 10-3/x 10-3 = 0.11
Mid-span: r/c = 0.42 x 10-3/x 10 3 = 0.22
The required residual C.G. runout implied by the above results is consis-
tent with practical balance quality for this type of rotor. The importance
of relating balance criteria to measurement location on the shaft is
clearly demonstrated by the differing values of whirl radius at the journal
!r
r.
w-
and at mid-span. It is also apparent that observed whirl values depend
on the rotor mode shaper Coupling mass causes a rotor to whirl more in
a;	 a free-free mode, whereas mid-span mass tends to cause half-sine modes.
The implied (whirl radius/clearance) ratio values derived from the DR 5343
criteria would be consistent with stringent balance criteria, considering
that they apply to resonant conditions with a sharp peak, figure 47. The
observed values of r/c in table 5 appear to be more reasonable for this
condition.
6.3 Case 2. Rieger-Badgley Rotor. Figure 48, Reference [15].
This rotor has a non-uniform distribution of mass and stiffness and operates
in two tilting-pad gas bearings close to its ends. Two critical speeds
exist within the range tested at 72,200 rpm and at 86,500 rpm. The same
free-free rotor mode is involved in each instance, and the difference is
due to bearing properties in the horizontal and vertical directions.
The stiffness ratio is high because of the high critical speed. This value
corresponds to a stiff rotor in flexible bearings. This rotor whirls in a
free-free mode, and this is confirmed by the critical speed ratio (w/wn ) of
2.25 in figure 22 for a corresponding C/d value of 150. The rotor has an
unbalance of 500 microinches at each disk, oriented in a planar manner which
tends to induce the observed free-free whirl mode. Critical whirl radii
of 45,0 x 10-3 in (bearing) and 12.5 x 10-3 in (mid-span) correspond to
whirl ratios (r/a) of 90.0 and 25.0 respectively. The calculated (r/a)
ratios obtained from figures 49 and 50 are 25.0 and 25.0. These values also
include the effect of higher damping (and stiffness) present in the oil
film bearings for which the charts were developed. Adjusted values of (r/a) which
allow for the influence of bearing film compressibility are 47.3 and 6.55,
respectively, Whirl ,radius/clearance ratio values corresponding to these
results are high: (10.5, 1.46) for rotor results and (5.56, 5.56) from
chart results, at resonance. These high values are due to the high unbalance
(500 microinches) the prescribed distributions of which couples strongly with
the free-free mode, as indicated above.
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The balance criteria conditions indicate that t h,4 s is a class 3, category
IV rotor for which the permissible r.m,s. velocity levels are 0.331 in/sec
(bearing) and 1.102 in/sec (center). The implied residual 6.9, eccentricity
to achieve these levels based on the corresponding r/a values given in table
6 are 1.7 microinches and 5.8 microinches. With these c.g. eccentricity
values the whirl radius/clearance values are 0.03 (bearing) and 0.09 (mid-
span).
It is apparent that the DXS 5343 balance criteria appear to be excessive in
this instance. If resonant P/c values of 0.5 (bearing) was permitted, the c.g.
eccentricity would be 24 microinches. This is still stringent, but attainable.
6.4 Case 3. Lund-Tonneson Rotor. Figure 50. Reference [161.
This rotor system consists of several disks on a flexible shaft, mounted in
externally-pressurized gas bearings near its ends. The performance of this
system has been described by Lund and Tonneson [16].
The first critical speed occurs at 7850 rpm. The mode shape is not shown
in ref. [16], but may be expected to be a free-free mode similar to that
of the Rieger-Badgley rotor. The corresponding system ratio is 2.26,
which indicates that the rotor is flexible and operates in rigid bearings.
The stated residual unbalance is 0.095 oz. in, or a c.g. eccentricity of
161.7 microinches for the rotor weight of 36.7 lb. At the critical speed
the whirl radius is 0.36 x 10 -3
 in at the bearing, and 1.0 x 10-3
 in at
mid-span. These figures correspond to whirl ratios (r/a) of 2.24 at the
bearing and 6.18 at mid-span. For comparison, plain cylindrical bearings
operating at eccentricity E = 0.2 with an equivalent rotor C/s = 3.0 the
whirl ratio is 1.30 at the bearing and 13.0 at mid-span.
The test rotor resonant r/c values are 0.23 (bearing) and 0.64 (mid-span).
The equivalent rotor values are 0.13 (bearing) and 1.34 (mid-span). Both
conditions appear to correspond to a medium-unbalanced condition which
the 161.7 microinch eccentricity would suggest.
f'
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The balance criteria in table 5 indicate that this is an ISO class 3
category II rotor for which the permissible r,m.s, velocities would be
t '	 0.47 (bearing) and 0.89 (mid-span). The corresponding r,ms. whirla^.
p	 tsipiitudes at 7850 rpm would be 0.58 x 10`3 in (bearing) and 1,08 x 10 -3 in
onid-span). Using the whirl ratio, these amplitudes imply C,G, eccentri-
cities of 366.2 microinches (bearing) and 247.1 microinches (mid-span),
``
	 respectively. The corresponding whirl radius/clearance values are 0.52
G
(bearing) and 0.97 (mid-span),
The results show that the ISO DR 5343 criteria values are fully met with
the rotor balance stated in table 5. For gas bearing rotors stringent
balance control is necessary, which may account for the low residual
unbalance observed.
6.5 Case 4. Gas Turbine Rotor. Figure 52.
This rotor weighs 32.0 pounds and is mounted in fluid-film tilting pad
bearings. The first bending critical speed occurs at 7500 rpm though
'the operating speed range extends through 52000 rpm, and includes several
higher critical speeds. The mode shape is again a free-free mode.
The ;%g. eccentricity of 500 micro inches causes a critical whirl radius
0.2 x 10-3
 in at the bearing and 0.5 x 10 -3 in. at midspan, These values
correspond to whirl ratios r/a of 0.4 (bearing) and 1.0 (bearing). The
corresponding clearance ratios r/c are 0.125 (bearings) and 0.313 (midspan).
The stiffness ratio for this rotor system based on the bending critical
speed of 7500 rpm, is 2.03. This indicates a flexible rotor in stiff
bearings. From figures 22 and 25 for tilting-pad bearings the response
of the equivalent rotor at resonance is r/a = 1.4 (bearings) and 3.9
(midspan). The corresponding clearance ratios r/c are 0.44 (bearings)
and 1.22 (midspan).
The balance criteria in table 5 indicate that this is a Class 3, Category
IV rotor for which the permissible rms velocities are 0.33 in/sec (bearing)
kk '	 1
and 1.10 in/sec (midspan). The corresponding rms critical speed amplitudes
Lire 0.42 x 10" 3 in (bearing) and 1.4 x 10" 3 in (midspan). The implied e.g.
eccentricity which would cause these whirl amplitudes are 1485 micro inches
(bearing) and 2008 (midspan).
From this is appears that the existing balance condition of 500 micro-
inches is adequate, both from existing Lriteria and from the clearance
whirl ratio values.
6.6 Case 5. Kendig Gas Turbine Rotor. Figure 53. i^. erence	 71.
This is a small gas turbine rotor weighing 50 pounds and operating in
tilting-pad gas bearings. The service speed is 66,000 rpm. There is a
damped rigid body composite critical speed at 10,000 rpm and a bending
critical speed at 24,950 rpm. Modes for both these critical speeds are
shown in figure 54. The stiffness ratio c/6	 10.5 is based on the
bending critical speed and indicates a flexible rotor in flexible bearings
at this speed equivalent rotor response chart for this stiffness ratio
shows a damped critical speed peak at approximately 40 percent of the
free-free critical speed. This result supports the equivalent rotor
model for this case..
Calculations were made to determine the response of this rotor system to
a residual imbalance of 0.3 oz. in or 375 microincheG e.g. eccentricity.
Whirl radius of 7.0 x 10" 3 in (compressor bearing) and 9.0 x 10 -3 in
(turbine bearing) were indicated at the bending critical speed, and
lower whirl amplitudes at the rigid body critical speed. These values
correspond to whirl radius ratio values of 24.0 and 12.0 respectively.
The equivalent rotor whirl ratio values are 5.3 (compressor) and 5.3
(turbine). The corresponding critical speed clearance ratios r/c are
12.0 and 6.0 for the calculated rotor and 26.5 and 26.5 for the
equivalent rotor.
The criteria table shows this rotor to be a Class 3 Category IV rotor for
which the permissible rms velocities are 0.331 in/sec (journal) and
1.10% in/sec (midspan). Permissible critical whirl amplitudes are 0.26 x 10'3
in/sec and 0.90 x 10" 3 in/sec. These amplitudes imply c.g. eccentricities
of 15.3 microinches and 106 microinches. Tile corresponding clearance
ratios are 0.45 and 1.7.
Practical considerations require clearance ratios of 0.5 at the bearings,
This corresponds to a c.g. eccentricity of 15 microiviches, This fine
balance is consistent with operation through a bending critical speed with
gas-bearing turbomachinery.
6.7 Case 6. Kendig Steam Turbine Rotor. Figure 55. Reference 17 .
This rotor system consists of a 5000 lb, medium power steam turbine
rotor in end bearings. Critical speeds exist at 2300 rpm (rigid body)
and at 12,000 rpm (free-free bending). The stiffness ratio c/6 = 14.5 is
based on the bending critical speed. Reference to figure 22 for an
equivalent rotor in tilting pad bearings shows a rigid body critical
speed around w/wn ^ 0.5 and a free-free mode at 2.25.
r` .4
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7, COMMENTS ON FLEXIBLE ROTOR BALI`g41% U111TERIA
Details of the specific rotors studies are given in Table '. Details of the com-
Pari<,on with ISO Draft flexible rotor balance criteria are given in Table 4. The
eriterizi numbers are obtained from the ISO documents indicated, All rotors tire,
flexible (Class 3) rotors. The ISO rotor category refers to the Type of machine
in which each rotor is used, as indicated in Table 4 of ISO DR 5343.
The balance criteria values given in ISO DR 6343 are based on VDI criteria, which
are compatible with criteria for vibration in rotating machinery given in ISO
DR 2372. The permissible journal rms velocity values in Table 4 apply to each
rotor. Values are given for the journal, and at midspan using the correction
factors in Table 4 of ISO 5343. Permissible amplitude values were obtained by
using v z: wr where v is the rills velocity, w the rotor speed in rad/sec and r
is the permissible rms amplitude. Using the uniform rotor response charts
allowed the implied c.g. eccentricity to be deduced corresponding permissible
values of (whirl radius/bearing clearance) were then obtained for each bearing.
Table 4 shows that using the ISO criteria with the response charts gives
permissible resonant whirl radius ratios (r/c) between 0,03 and 0,72 at the
,journals of these six rotors. The exception to this is case 5. The small gas
turbine rotor, which shows excessive values at both its critical speeds, This
discrepancy is due to excessive rotor unbalance. Good balancing could reduce
the c.g. eccentricity to 25 x 10" 6
 in, which would in turn reduce the r/c values
to 0.6 and 2.0 respectively, The latter value is still large, possibly due to
inaccuracy in defining the peak accurately in the calculations,
Table 3 shows results for critical whirl radius r at the journals and at midspan
obtained from the results of several authors, under critical speed conditions.
These values range from 0.2 in to 70.0, depending on the amount of residual
unbalance present, Normalizing these results with c.g. eccentricity, a, gives
(r/a) values between 0.4 and 24.0 (journal) and 1.0 and 167 (midspan), Comparable
results obtained from the equivalent rotor calculations show values between 1.3
to 25.0 (journal) and 1.4 to 2b.0 (midspan). In general, the rotor r/a values
may be up to four times larger at the bearings than the values of r/a determined
by the equivalent rotor method. As these are resonant r/a results, it is
possible (perhaps likely) that peak r/a values in practice would be smaller than
indicated in the actual rotor results, due to non-linear effects in the bearings.
At midspan, the correlation is again similar with the actual r/a values
w.v	 rte_
exceeding the equivalent rotor , r/a values by ab ,; ,,, L 4:1.
During the analysis of results it was noted that most actual rotors behaved more
like free-free beams in their bending modes than like pinned-pinned beams. This
is apparent when it is observed that most rotors have overhung end drive ►colons
carrying couplings. It is felt that if the equivalent rotor method were based
on results from overhung rotors, closer correlation could have been obtained in
all results. The extension of the equivalent rotor method to include a free-free
beam analysis is recommended for further study.
	
0
The accuracy of results obtained in this study was also affected by the impreciseness
of the resonant amplitude values both in the actual rotors and ) the equivalent
rotor calculations. As the final results are strongly dependant on both peak values
it is evident that discrepancies and some randomness will occur in the correlation
of results. As a present guideline, if the equivalent rotor method described
herein is used, and the results for r/a are multiplied by a factor of 4, this
appears to allow sufficiently consistent resonant r/a values to be defined for use
in practice. When these values are then utilized with the r/c values at the bearings,
a decision on the quality of balance required can be made.
The final conclusion is that the proposal equivalent rotor method appears to
offer good promise as a simple procedure for deciding the quality of balance
required in a given rotor, but that the procedure should more likely be based on
the lowest free-free mode of a uniform flexible rotor in bearings rather than on
end-bearing rotor modes, as was done herein. When this is done the method
could represent a consistent basis for balance quality selection.
k
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1. The equivalent rotor method represents a practical procedLire for selection
of flexible rotor balance criteria, based on the uniform rotor/specified
.	 bearing charts presented in this report.
2. General unbalance response charts for uniform rotors in specified fluid-
film end bearings have been developed, Data is available for rotor
response at mid-span and at journals for each bearing type. These
charts are suitable for specifying balance criteria for flexible end-
bearing rotors.
3. Use of these general response charts should extend to end-bearing rotors
only. Application of the charts to rotors with end overhangs may give
results which are in error.
4. The charts apply best to end-bearing rotors with mid-span symmetry.
Where system symmetry decreases for , any reason, the correlation between
actual response amplitude and equivalent rotor response amplitude also
decreases.
5. Difficulty arises in specifying general balance criteria for flexible
rotors which operate through more than one critical speed because one
mode may not be excited as strongly as another mode by the rotor
residual unbalance distrftr_ition.
9. RECOMMENDATIONS
1, Similar response charts should be developed for a uniform rotor with
overhangs. This would provide general response data for the two
main classes of flexible rotor systems.
2. Practical data should be obtained from flexible rotors operating in
the field unbalance to demonstrate the suitability of specifying
balance criteria based on the equivalent rotor procedure.
s Y. f
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11. APPENDIX - COMPUTER PROGRAM ROTOR
11.1 Program Capabilities and Limitations
ROTOR is a general purpose computer program for
the unbalance response analysis of a uniform elastic
R 
rotor supported in fluid-film bearings. She program
is capable of assembling a rotor with any or all of
the following basic components,
1. Beam elements- having distributod mass and elastic
properties and constant L,A.and I throughout the
length.
2. Disks- with concentrated mass MD, polar and
transverse mass moments of inertia I p and It
respectively.
3, fluid-film bearings- described by eight speed
dependent dynamic stiffness and dnmping properties
Kxx , Kxy l .... D xx, D xy , ... .
4. Unbalance forces- represented by the real and
imaginary components of a rotating; force vector
at each node.
The maximum number of elements are 7 thus fixing
the maximum number of nodes at 8. At each speed
increment the complex nodal, displacements and
rotations are calculated and used in formulating the
major.° and minor ellipse radii and the ellipse angle
from the positive x axis to the major axis of the ellipse
and the program gives this information as output.
i
m
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Limitations of the program are t
1. Only two identical bearings may be accurately
represented. For multibearing use, the
statically indeterminate support problem must be
solved first.
2. Short stubby sections heavily loaded in shear
may not be accurately represented.
3. The same weight density and Young's Modulus is
used for each beam section.
4. Static deflection due to gravity is not taken
into concideration thus limiting the analysis
to the classical "'Vertical rotor" problem.
s. Steady state response is only concidered.
.
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11.2 General Programing Information
MOTOR is written in Fortran IV and was developed using
a Xerox Sigma 6 computer.
-Data input is from a card reader
whoso device unit no. is (105) and output is to a line
printer whose device unit no, is (108)„ All computations
are executed using complex double precision arithmatic.
The main program plus eleven subroutines contained 475
Fortran statements, The program requires 15.8 K word.;
of main computer core.
The functions of the main program and of the subroutines
are as follows,
l MIn program -- array declarations, reads in and writes
out data input for checking, acts as an executive routine
for calling subroutines, assembles the structural stiffness
matrix, generates the force vector and solves for the
major and minor whirl ellipse axis.
2, ELEM - sets up an 8x8 dynamic stiffness matrix for a
single beam element, all terms in the matrix are real
double precision.
EEI..SICL
	
sets up an 8x8 complex double precision matrix
s,
which reflects the effects of the addition of a disk
to the left end of the element.
EDISKR - same as 3 except for a disk added _i the right
end of the element.
^"• EBEARL - sets up an BxB complex double precision matrix
which reflects the effects of a fluid-film bearing added
to the loft end of the element.
h
6, EBEARR - same as 5 except for a fluid film bearing:
added to the right end of the element.
7. ZEROM
	 - initializes a real matrix to zero.
S. ZEHOMC initializes a complex matrix to zero.
9. CADDMI adds a real matrix to a complex matrix,,
10. CADDM2 adds two complex matrices.
ll. CMULTM	 - multiplies two complex matrices
12. CINV	 - inverts a complex double precision matrix
using the Gauss Elimination with partial pivoting.
I(
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11.3 Input Data Format
Data input to ROTOR is in the Form of punched cords, Seven
sets of data (1-7) are required, with the number of input
cards per set depending on the particular problem being
solved. The definition of the input parameters, the order in
which they should appear and their format is as follows.
DATA SET 1 - General element information
One card (215,3F20.3)
NELEM - 'total no. of elements used (max. 7)
NODES - no. of nodes (max. 8)
EMOD	 Young's Modulus lb/in2
ERHO - weight desity lb/in3
DATA SET 2 - Speed information
One card (3F20.3)
BSPEED - begining speed rpm.
SPEEDx * - spe6a increment rpm.
FSPEED - final speed rpm.
DATA SET 3 - Unbalance forces '
One card for each node (3F20.3)
CUBALF cos component of unbalance oz-in.
SUBALF - sin component of unbalance oz-in.
DATA SET 4 - Control cards and specific element information
Two cards for each element, a total of WELEM cards
card 1 (515)
TELEM - 1 if element exists
0 if element does not exist
IDISKL - l if loft end disk is present
0 if no left end disk
IDISKR - l if right end disk is present
0 if no right end disk
IBEARL - l if left end bearing is present
0 if no left end bearing
IBEARR - 1 if right end bearing is present
0 if no right end bearing
card 2 (215 OF20.3)
NA	 left end node ;of element being specified
NB	 right end node of el6ment being specified
FINER - element inertia i.n4.
EAREA - element area in 2.,
ELEN - element lengh t in.
DATA SET 5 - Disk information
One card for each node, (3F20.3)
DW	 - disk weight lb.
DRAD	 disk radius in.
DLEN _ disk lenght in.
DATA SET 6 - Bearing locations
One card (515)
NBL - left end bearing node
NBR - right end bearing node
DATA SET -? - Bearing properties
Two cards for each speed increment (4F20.3)
•	
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card I
SXX - bearing stiffnesu in load direction lb/in.
Al
	 SXY - cross coupled stIfA*Oneoc lb/in.
SYX - cross coupled stiffness lb/Jn.
4	 SYY - bearing atiffnec;s perpendicular to load diroctio;i lb/in.
card 2
DXX - bearing damping in load direction lb. sec./in.
DXY - cross coupled damping lb. sec./in,
DYX - cross coupled damping lb, see./in.
DYY - bearing damping perpendicular to load direction lb sec/in,
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C QM m IC STIFF4P.SS mATRix Is FOR -1 ED AND TNVERTF.D BY
C GAUSS Er,ImINATEON WITH PARTTA1,; PIvnTING AT EACH
C NnVAf, prINT THE STEADY STATE WHIRL, OR611 IS
C CALCULATE  DUE TO SPECIPIP.0 UNBALANCE IN THE SYSTEM,
C THE UNBALANCE FORCES ARE REPRFSENTED BY A ROTATIqG
C Vr.,*CTOP THF FrjUID-FltM BEARINGS ARE Pr!,PRFSENTFD BY
C F,'IGHT b= DEPENDENT DYNAMIC STIFFNESS AND DA14PING
C COEFFICIENTS, T4E DISKS POSSESS MASS AND GYROSCOPIC
C COUPLTNG OPOPERTIES. CO M PUTATIONS ARE PERFORMED IN
C Cnm PLFX DOUBLE PRECISION ARiTHMATIC
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C mAlm Ppr GRAM
I"PLTCIT REAL*8 (A-H2O"Z)
PKAL*'S EELK( q 8),CU8ALF(8,' SUBALF'(8 CENTFC( R)ICENTFS(8)
R'AL*8 VRAD(81,QLEN(8),DWM E	 ^i r, AREA 7) *t*t,P*,N(7)
r6mpL^.x :q6 EDKL(8p9)jEDKR(6 6Y INEPCFB' KT4 v(8 j R)	 6KR(8p8(1 0 mPt.^EX*16 SDK(32 32 S0KI(' ,5,2,52),F C- . 6( M_1),XXffl,j)
DIMENSION IELEIA(75,IDTSltL(7),IDISKR(7),IBP-,ARL(7)oIBEAPR(7)
V I tr L. w S I O Tj N A ( 7 ) o Nm ( 7 )
CG M PA MN EM0D,ErNEP j. EARF.A ELEN ERHOlip)IN ,I	 7FV ^
cc,V .	 wn rDKL EDKR,E6KL#FAKR
COMMON Ow DAAQ HEN
CO M MON SUL SXIL#SYXLoSYYL,DXXL,DXYLoDYXL,DYYL
Commmi SXXR SXYR 
I 
SYXR SYYR#DXXR DXYR DYXR DYYR
C READ IN AND WRITE OUT INPUT DATA
READC105,1) NELEMo
 NODES IMMODgERHO
READ (105,2) BSPEED,SPEEDI,FSPEEDDO 1000 1=1,NODES
1000 PEAD(105,2) C119ALF(I)oSUBALF(l)
nn 1050 I=I,NELEM
READ(105 0 3) TELEM(l) IDISKL(r),IDISKRCI),XBEARL(l),TBEARR(l)
1050 PFAD(105 ► I) NACI),NB^l)OEINERCI)oEAR4A(I)tELEN(l)
n o 2000 I=lsNODES
2000 R EA0(105p2) DW(I),DRAD(X),DLEN(I)PEAD(105,3) NBL,NSR
hlSIZF=4*(NELEM+l)
WRTTE(108,10)
10 F 0R,'V AT(//,lX IM0 Y
1 5Xo I FI ' T	 'N,51^ 01)ES15x # ' 1,lF,IG14T HNSH ELEMENTS 5XY 1	 R^ ,^p E	 5XIIS^IEI	 OUNGS MODEONCREMENTI
25X (FINAL SPEED()
WRiTP.(108.15) NELEMPNODES#EMODPERHO,BSPEP'.D#SPEEDI,FSPEFD
15 
IF
FOPMAT(/
F
,2Xol5,IOX.15,BX,DII.5,9XpF5.3si2XoF7.IOIOX,
7.1,12X,7.1)
fA"RITF(t08t20)
20 FQPmAT(//,lX, l ELEmENT NO. l ,5X,'(BODE A t SX * I NODE 6 1 5X
1 1 ELF-MVIT INI ERTIA 1 ,5WELEMENT AREA l ? 5 X ,'   ELEMENT LEAGTAI)
DO 2050 T=I,NELEm
	2050 WRTTE(109 25) 1 NA(l),N8(I),EINE	
1
R(I) EAREACI)IELEN(l)
25 fr ORMAT(/ 6X,12,i2X,12p9XoI2,9X,010.409XoDlO.4o9X,DIO.4)WRITF(108030)
30 7 0R,A A'r(//,1X, l UFiA1jANCE FORCV t 5X, l NODE NO, 1,5X,
1 1 COS COMPONENTS
 d Xo I SIN COMPONENT')
DO 3000 I=I,NOD S3000 "IRITF 108 35) T CUBALF(l) ^VSA^F(I)35 ;7 0R'a AP/ M 1'1 :12X,F7,3,i X,F .3)f4RTTFCIOC375
37 FORVAT(// tx (DISK INFORMATION 3X, I NODE NO ,
 f5x#
1 1 DTSK WFT6HT f ,5X t l DISK RAD.1,5xll 
I 
DISK LENGTH()Do 3010 I=I,NQDES
ORIGINAL PAC11n, is
,4	 ^	 ­ - .OF P(dyff? C11 ^^l - ,""'
300 '4PTT r (108 38) T,D q^  n DRAD(I) DI:F'^V(T)
38
	
	
P4A^'tf,'^M12,1^1 5 F4 3,bX,FA?4,7X,F'8.4)
^^^PTV.'(l06 t 40) Nt1t.
40 PnR ti+ AT`( //,1X, LEE+ eND 9PARIN1 1 r► ^DEt , IS, 5X,
1 AIC,N`T E10 9F.ARI"ins ^i ,1DF;' , T5)
C PFGT NsV I h'G r  SPRED tin,11P
444 Rr)a+r;A:»,^SPF:ED#2.+^^)A3.i1592f^5tllt?,D(i c)
Ph:A4(105,4) SXX1„5XYI„SYXL,SYYL
REAV(105,4) DXXL#DXYI,,,I)YXL,DYYi,
READ(1050 4) SXXR SXYR,SYXR,SYYR
PEAt)(105 4) DXXR OXYF,10YXR,DYYF(
4'RTTF'(146, 45) DSI^1'ED
45 FOPPAT /// 1X,' RrITOR SPEED=' , FR. 1)WRT`CF(i4R,60) SXXL,SXYL SYXL,SYYL
50 ;r 0 Pk, AT(//, 1X, 'LE:FT AFARINCa INFnRMATION',5X,' KXXL=',F10.1,5X,
i 'KXYL=f,F10.1,5X,'KYXLr',^'10.1 ► 5X,'KYYL=',F1).1)
'aR TT F: (108 55) OXXL, OXYL DYXI„ Dyy i
55 RORMATC/, 4X,'DXXL^',F16 1.,`5” ,nXYL 1,F10.1,5X,'DYXL=',x'10.1,
I 'DYYL-' F14.1)
WRIM(108,51) SURpSXYR,SYXRISYYR
51 FnRu A T (/, tX I RTGHT 9F'ARING INF OP r4 ATYON' 4X,' KXXR=' , F`14.1 , 5X,
1 "(XYR-' F'16 .t 5X,'KYXR»',PIQ.1,5X,'KYYI^ P1. 14.1)
4IRITF(t46 52) OXXR,OXYR DYXR,DYYR
52 rORP,A'I'(/, iOX,'DXXR=' , F16.1 , 5X,' DXYR=' , F'10. 1 , 5X,
1 5X,'GXYR=' F10.t)
C INDIVTDOAL ELE ,AENT SET UP FOR DYNAMIC STIFFNESS
C MATRIX 05114 T N1PUT C'UNTROL
DO 3450 J=1 NELEM
IF'(IFLEM(J)i 200,200,100
14h CONTTNIJE
C A LIF EtaEM (J, ROMEGA )
Cn TO 201
200 CONTTNUE
CALIF ZEROM (EELI( A, 8 )
201 Ir(IDISKL(J)) 460,400000
300 C.'OMTT,NUE
GAL^ n E;DDI KL(J,ROMEGA)
400 CnNTT,\j(rE
CALL ZEROMC(EDKL,8,8)
401 T,F(IDISKR(J)) 500,504,504
500 CONTINUE
CALL EDISKR(J,RQMEGA)
Go rn 601
600 CONTIWIE
CALL ZEP0MC(EDKR,8,8)601 TF'(I R EARL(J)) 800,800,700
700 CON I TTNIIE
CALL EBEARL(ROMEGA)
GO TO 801
800 CONITIVUE
CALL ZERO,AC(E6KL,8,8)
901 TF(IREARR(J))904,900,85A850 CONTTNUE
CAT.fL E9FAMAOMEGA)
GO TO 901
940 cmITTWIE
CAIN. ZE'R0MC (EBKR, a , 8 )
901 C0VT IN! IE
CALL CAC0 1(F;ELK,EDKL,R,B)
CALL CAC0M2(E4KL,E0F ,,R,8)
CALL CACDf,12(E0KR,ERK;.,s,7)
CALL, C4CO3,f2(F1?KL,ERKR,8,8)
T c '(J.GT.1) GO TO 902
C*******X** ****** **,^ **T***^*************************
C INJTIALTZ ;; THE ST'RUC'TURAL OYNAMTC STIFF N ESS 4ATRIX
C Tn ZP'RG A"D != TT IN THE INDIVIDUAL ELEMENT MATRICES
CAI,. ZERr)"C(Sr)K,32,32)
I=
'DYXR-',F1Q.1,
^s
a
a
;'t
^^tl^ J"1=^^Att^(J7-3
7I=i1
JJ=T1
r'n 400 0 ;'=1 , A
;`•r. 4^15n L^1,9
4050 
1^'^(I1R,JJ)^.^,DK(II,JJ)+FNKR(K,rJ)
J=00+1
.10 = T  1
4 n 0(N T T=.[ T+1
3651) cr'IN lT%.'IF*
CAC T. ZFPO,*,'C (F VEC 32, 1 )
C* #^k%s^%t#%^^X^;s%C %S#%^^K^k^# ^S^%c%C^##^kk^ ***** ^k%^*^k #** ^k^k*^^*^,^#^k*^k#
C PUIt,D THE PARTICUT,:AR Fr)R CF VECTOR ASSOCIATED
C WITH THE PRnBbEM
DO 5000 1=I r.IODKS
CENTFC(J)=CUBAL F( J)*ROMEGA**2/(386.400*16.000)
CENTFS(J)=SURALF(J)*ROMEGA**2/(386.4DO*16.ODO)
PVErr (4*J-3 , 1) = DCMPLX CFNTFS (J) , -CENTFC (J) )
5 n o n ^'VEC(4*J^-1 1)=DCmPLXCCFNT 'C(J),CEP!'CFS(J))
C I'`!VTRSIQry
 OF THE STR I ;CTURAL DYNAMIC STIFFNESS
C" !MATRIX	 .SOU'UTION FOR THE NODAL, DISPLACEMENTS
C AND RnTATIONS
CALL CI'.,V(NSIZE,SDK..SDKI)
C4 r. , L• 0 m UF LTM(SDKI 14SIZE NSIZE F VEC I XX)
C CALCULATION nF THE MAJOR AND MINOR AXIS OF THE
C W91PL ORBIT AND ANGLE ALPHA FROM THE POSITIVE
C X AXIS TO THE 'MAJOR AXIS OF THE ELLIPSE IN THE
C 0IRFCTIQN CF ROTATION
00 5 5O K=I,NQDES
A=nRE'AL(XX(4*K-3,1))
R=DI""AG(XX(4*Kw3,1))
F=DRFAL(XX(4*K41,1))
F=DIMAG(XX(4 *K•1,1))
A1 =A**2+R**2+E**2+F4*2
A2=a1**2
A3=W4.0^(»A*F"+B#E)# 42
TF((A2+A3).r,T.0.0) GO TO 880
A4=0.5*r'SQRT (A2+A3 )
00 TO 881
990 A4=0.0
P81 AM=CSnRT(0.5*A1+A4)
AYM=OSQRT(( 0.5*A1-^A4 )
AI.PHA=57.2957E0#ATAN(2.OEO*(A *E+B*F)/( F,, *E+F*F-A*A-R#B))/2,OEO
WRITF'(1. R 60)
60 F7 f3°h'AT (//, 1 X, l WHIRL ORR. rT l , 5X, l NUDE NQ. 1 , 5X 1
15)( "iI*'ICR ELLIPSE RAD. 1 , 5X, I ELLIPSE	 ANGLE l S
WRfTE(t08,65) K, AM,AMM,ALPHA
65 FORMAT(/,19X,I2r10X,D15.8,9X,D15.8,9X,F8.3)
5050 COWrINUE
T?SPFRD=RSPEFD+SPEEDI
IF(P5PEFD.GT.FSPEED) GO TO 9999
r0 'rn 444
C E NI D OF SPEED LQOP
I FnPMAT(2I5,3F20.3)
2 FORMAT(3F2.0.3)
3 WOPMAT(5I51
4 F n9 M AT ( 4F20.3 )
9999 STnp
E^1n
MAJOR EIaLIPSE RAD' ,
r T 
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pw,	 (I T T'FTT*^T^'r*T **TT**^* T***•^*TTT*yf'T,r^TTT7`M*^TT**TMT*T
C StlE%P O II TIN F;	 SETS UP THE REAL D^.USLF, PRF'CISION
C 8X8 DVI A 4 1C STIFFNESS '4ArRIX FO R AV ELEMENT
RU Rp ntJTTN w'. ELF:'4 (J, R(lmEOA )
T ,Ap LTCI'l REAL#8(A- H,Q - Z)
C	 RAP OYNAM IC S`T TF'F' kl 9,'$S MATRIX SXA REAL
	
c	 PEAL*$ ETldER(7),EARNA(7),E'Ijc4N(7)
	
F	 REAL*8 F:FLK (S S) DW (8) , DRAn (R ^ , U[,Eil (8 )
r^`	 CG^^AT,EX*lo F1) KL( ^,A),^ahKR('3,8,FRKL(8,8),EFaKR(8,R)
CGMM^tq P-100,E, IN R EAREA ELEM E,RHO
CO	 N F :L 
,T 
0KL,UKR , EAK L, KBKR
f'OMimnN DW ORAD DLEN
COMMON SXSL,SX{L,SYXL,SYYL,DXXL DXYL,DYXL,DYYL
	
K`	 COMMON SXXR SXYR SYXR ► SYYR,DXXR^DXYR,DKXR DYYR
ELAM4=(ERNn;EAREA(J)*(ROMEGA**2S)/(EMOD*EINER(J)*386.OD0)
ELAM2=DSQRT ELaAM4)
SLAM=DSORT(ELAM2)
	
k'	 ELL=SLAM*ELEN(J)
SELL=DSIN(ELL)
FELL=DCO35 (ELL)
.SHELL=DSINH(ELL)
CHE'LT,=DCOSH (ELL)
F1=SF'LL*SHELL
F3=CFLrj*CHELL-1 .000
F5=CELL*SHELL^SFLL*CHELL
F6=CELL*SHELL+SELL*CHELL
	
j'	 F7=SFLL+SHELL
P8=SF'LL-SHELL
FC0m=Em0D*EINER(J)*ELAM**2/F3
FALL ZEROM(EELK,b,A)
EELKfl,l)=ECOM*(•ELAM*F6)
FET,K 1,2)= ECO 10 -F'l)
EELK(1,5)=FCOM*(F;LAM*E7)
FETjK(1,6)=ECOM*(Flt))
P ELK ``2,1)=FELK(1 2)
	
t	 FELK(2,2)=ECOM*('5/ELAM)
FELK(2,5)=-EELK(t 6)
F:Fl,K (2 , 6) =ECOM-* (F6 /ELAm )
FFLK(3,3)=EELK(1,1)
	 -
EFK (3,4)=EELK(1,2)
TPKLK(3,7)=EELK(1 ► 5)
EELK(3,8)=EELK(1,6)
FEbK(4,3)=EELK(2,l)
FELK(4,4)=EELK(2,2)
EET4K(4,7)=EELK(2,5)
TELK(4,8)=EELK(2 6)
FELK(5,1)=EELK(1,5)
:ELK (5,?.)=EELK(2, 5)
EELK(5,5)=E'ELK(3,3)
rELK(5,6)=-EELK(3, )
FFLK(6,t)=EELK(1,6)
FELK(6,2)=EELK(2,6)
EELK(6,5)=EELK(5,6)
EELK(6,6)=F'ELK(4,4)
EELK(7,3)=EELK(3,7)
F'ELK(7,4)=r.ELK(4,7)
FFT,K(7,7)=EELK(5,5)
EELK(7,P)=EELK(5„a)
FF,LK(8,4)=E'ELK(4,8)
FELK(A,7)=EELK(7,9)
EELK(8,8)=EELK(6,6)
RETUQU
FND
C 1,FF T Ptil) DIS K EFFECTS SX8 C,rJ?`PT,F;X COUBLE DRF;CI.gTQN
SU F;pn (aT.I ,,jE. Er)lSKL(J,R(JMEGA)
T',, PLTCTT P F:AL*8 (A-H2O-Z)
P EAT;*8 EThER(7),EAREA(7) E;LEN(7)
P EAL*8 EFi,K(8,9) D'W(8),DRAD(H),DLE-Nt rCOMPtjEX*tb tDKL(6,8),EDKR(8,8),EBKI.(6,a)oFBKR(818),DCMPGX
CO MMON EMOD, E:, INER, EAREA ELEN. ERHO
CONNION EELK , EDKL, EDKR , I~6KL , EBKR
CoWN DW,DRAO DLEN
COMMON SXXL,SXiL,SXXL,SYYI„ DXXL,DXYL,DYXT,,DYYL
COMMON SXXRSXYR,SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXYR,DYXR,DY.YR
DMASS =DW (J M 6.400
TTNER (DMASS/12.ODO)*(3.ODQ#DRAD(J)##2*DLE.N(,J)**2)PINE'R :CDMASS/2.ODO)*CDRAD(J)##2)
CAT-L ZEROMC(EDKL,8,8)
;7DKT^(1,1) DCMPLX(-DMASS*ROMEGA**2,0.0)
r'f)KL(3 ► 3)= EDKL(1,1)
FDKL(2,2).-DCMPLX(-TIEIER*RUMEGA*)N2,0.0)
EDKL 4,4) =F.DKL(2,2)
P DKL 2,4)-DCMPLX(0.O,-FINER*ROMEGA# *2)
FT)KL (4, 2) -DCMPT,X(O.O, PXNER,rROMEGA* *2 )
RETURN
E IN D
f^*# ^%##^%**#*##^#^##^kk*pit*#*##^####*#*^%#*###**####*##%^#
C RTGHT V ID DISK EFFECTS BX8 COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECESION
C*##*#******##***4c*********#*###**********##***##**
SU ROUTINE EDISKR(J,ROMEGA)
r m PLTCIT REAL*8 (A - H.O -Z)
REAL*8 EINER (7) EARE;A (7) , E:LEN (7 )
REAL*8 EELK(8,8S,DW(B),DRAD(8),DLEN(8)
CONPTEX#15 EDKL(8,8),EDKR(8,B),EBKL(8,9),EBKR(8,8),DCMPLX
r,OMMrN E M OD,EINER EAREAELF.N ERHO
COMMON EELK EDKL, ^DKR,1'6KL,E6KR
COMMON CW,DAAD,DLEi;N
C()f'MnN SXXL, SXYL, SYXL, SYYL, DXXL, DXY r , DYXL, DYYL
CO M MON SXXR,SXYR SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXY^,DYXR,DYYR
DMASS,DW(J+1) /3A6.4DQ
TIMER=(CMASS/12 ODO)*(3.ODO*DRAD(J+1)#*2+DLEN(J+1)#*2)
PRIER=CDMASS/2.5DO)^g(DRAD(J+1)**2)
CALL ZEROMC(EDKR,8 9)
EDKR(5,5)=DCMPLX(^-6MASS#ROMEGA**2,0,0)
r,:DKR(7 7)=EDKR(5,5)
F:DKR(6,6)=DCMPLX(—TIMER*ROMEGA*#2,0.0)
FDKR(B,6)-EDKR(6,6)
EDKR(618)-DCMPLX(0.0,—PTNER*ROMFGA*#2)
EDKR(8,6)=DCMPLXCO.O,PTNEP*ROMEGA**2)
RETURN
F N D
^d*4.1'!.i'hTt Sa la 9'x:.,°1 ',,
	
art
l
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C LEFT FND REARING EFFECTS AXA CC M Pr,EX DOUBLE PREC ES ION
SURRnUTINE F.REARL(RQMEGA)
IMPLICIT PEAL*8(A- H2O -Z^
,EL'rl(7)r'	 REAL*8 EINER(7) EAR A(7 
REAL*8 EELK(A,8i,DW(8),DRAD(8),DLEN(8)
COMPLEX*16 EDKL(8,8),EDKR(8,A),EBKL((8)f8),EBKR(8,8),DCMPLX
COMMON EMOD,ETNER,EAREA ELEN,ERHQ
COMMON EELK,EDKL,EDKR,EAKL,ERKR
COMMON DW o DRAD, DLEN
COMMON SXXL,SXYL,SYXL,SYYL,DXXL,DXYLIDYXL,DYYL
i
	
	 COMMON SXXR,SXYR,SYXR,SYYR,DXXRoD"'YR,DYXRoDYYR
CALL ZEROMC(EBKL,818)
ESKL(1,1)=DCMPLX(SXXL,ROMEGA*1)XXL)
EAKLCI,3)=DCMPLX(SXYL,RUMEGA*DKYL)
ESKL(3,1)=DCMPLX(SYXL,ROMEC;A*r)YXL
FRKL(3,3)=DCMPLX(SYYL,ROmEGA *DYYL;
RETURNE11 D
C RIGHT END REA RI NG EFFECTS 8X8 COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECESION
SURROUTINE EBEARR(ROMEGA)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H O-Z)
C	 RIGHT END HEARING EFFECTS 8X8 COMPLEX
REAL*8 EINER(7) FAREA(7) ELEN(7)
REAL*8 EELK(8,85 DW(8) D^AD(8),DLEN(8)
CO MPLEX*16 EDKL( ,8),EDKR(8 8) EBKL(8,8),EHKR(8,8),DCMPLX
CO M MnN EMOD,EINER,EAREA,ELH EAHO
COMMON EELK EDKL,EDKR,EBKL ► EgKR
COMMON DW,DAAD,DLEN
COMMON SXXL,SXYL,SYXL,SYYL,DXXL,DXYL,DYXL,DYYL
COMMON SXXR,SXYR,SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXYR,DYXR,DYYR
CAC-L ZFwROMC (EBKR, 8 , 8 )
EBKR(5,5) = DCMPLXCSXXR,ROMEGA*DXXR)
E'BKRC5,7^=DCMPbX(SXYR,ROMEGA*DXYR)
EBKR(7,5 =DCMPLX(SYXR,ROMEGA*DYXR)
EBKR(7,7)=DCMPLX(.SYYR,ROMEGA*DYYR)
RETURN
END
L FT F r-11 t 1-,K F FFF.C'IS 8X8 C o f'PI,F:X G0081.F n RFCrSTj l
;:,i j i4 PUI U rl J' , N D I S KI, ( ti,,ROML-'GAS
T ',, PLTCTT PP4L*8 (A-H2O-Z)
P L-'AI, ;^ N FThEH(7),EAREA(7) t EbF,NC7)
R F;PL*8 FF1,K(8,8) D"1C8),0PAn(fl),DLENCA)
c0 m PI,1;:X # 1h F; DKLC , R ),EDKR(8, R ) , EBKL(8,8),EBKR(8 8),DCMPLX
CO Mm nN Em0r),EiNE;R F:AREA FLEN,ERHO
COMMnk F:EG K , EDKL, kDKR, r'9KL, E8KR
'	 CONION PW,DRAI) DLEN
COMMON SXXL, SXfL, SYXL, SYYL, DXXL, DXYL, DYXI,, DYYL
CO M MON SXXR,SXYR,SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXYR,DYXR,DYYR
DMASS=DW(J)/386.4D0
TTNE;R=(DMASS/12.ODO)*(3.ODO*DRAD(J)**2+DLF,N(,J)**2
PINrR=(DMASS/2,ODO) *(DRAD(J)* *2)
CAI , I, ZERQ M C ( EDKL, 8 , 8 )
r DKI., (1 , 1) = DC NiPLX (-D I,I AS5*ROMECA**2, 0 . 0 )fl)Kh,(3, 3)-`EDKL ( 1 ,1)FDKL( 2,2)=r,CSlPI,X(-TIMER*RL)MEGA**2,0.Q)
9:DKL,^ 4, 4) =EDKL (2, 2 )
FD K L 2,4)=DCMPLX(t).O,-PINER*ROMEGA**2)
I~DKLC4,2)=DCMPLX(O.0,PxNEP*ROMEGA**2)
RETURN
END
C RTGPT V I D DISK EFFECTS AXS COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECESTON
SURROUTINF EDISKR(J,ROMEGA)
T m PLTCIT REAL*8 (A-N,O-Z)
REAL*8 EINER(7) KAREA(7),ELEN(7)
RFA,,,*8 EELK(8,85,DU1(F3),DRAD(S),DLEN(B)
CC I4PLErX*15 EDKL(9, A),EDKR( S,8),EBKL(R,8),EBKR(8,B),DCMPLX
rO M MrN EMOD,EINER EAREA ELFN ERHO
CO M MON EELK , EDKL,,iDKR, Eby KL, E:6KR
c"('MMON CW, DRAD, DLEN
(70 mm nN SXXL, SXYL, SYXI,, SYYL, DXXL, DXYL , DYXL, DYYL
COMMON SXXR,SXYR,SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXYR,CYXR,DYYR
DMASS=DW(J+1)/3R6.4D0
TINED=(CMASS/12 ODO)*(3.000*DRADCJ+1)**2+DLEN() +1) **2)
PINED =(DMASS/2.5DO)*(DRAD(J+1)**2)
CALL ZERQM'"(EDKR, 8)
EDKR(5,5)=DCMPLX(ti5MASS*ROMEGA**2,0.0)
q,DKR(7,7)=EDKR(5,5)
FDKR(6,6)=DCMPLX(-TINER*ROMEGA**2,0.0)
FDKR(6,8)=EDKR(6,6)
FDKR(.6,B)=DC.MPLX(O.O,°PINED.*ROMEGA**2)
EDKR(8,6)=DCMPLX(O.O,PTNER*ROMEGA **2)
RFTUR.N
END
..r
A	 ,
f*	
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C LENT PNn REARING EFFECTS 8XR CCMP1jEX DOUBLE PRECESION
SUBROUTINE EREARL(ROMEGA)
IMPLICIT PEAL*8 (A-H,C^-Z)
READ,*8 EINER(7) EAREA(7),ELEN(7)
REAL*8 EELK(8,8) DW(R),DRAD(8),DLEN(8)
COMPLEX*15 EDKL(4,8),EDKR(8,8),EBKL(8,8),EBKR(8,8),DCMPLX
COMMON EM0D,ETNER,EAREA ELEN,ER.HO
CO M MON EELK,E)DKL,EDKR,EBKL,ERKR
CO MM ON DW,DRAD,DLEN
COMMON SXXLSXYL,SYXL,SYYL,DXXL,DXYL,DYXL,DYYL
COMMON SXXR SXYR,SYXRfSYYR,DXXR,DXYP,DYXR,DYYR
CALL ZEROMCiEBKL,8,8)
EBKL( 1,1)=DCMPLX(SXXL,ROMEGA*I)XXL)
t,
	
	 ERKL(1,3)=DCMPLX(SXYL:RUMEGA*DXYL)
FBKL(3,1)=DCMPLX(SYXL,ROMEGA*nYXL
FRKL^3,3)=DCMPLX(SYYL,ROMEGA*DYYL^
RETURN
I	 FIN]}
C RIGHT END REARING EFFECTS 8X8 COMPLEX DOUBLE PRECESION
SUBROUTINE EBEARR(ROMEGA)
TMPLTCIT REAL*8(A-H O-Z)
C
	
	
RIGHT END BEARING ERECTS 8X8 COMPLEX
REAL*8 EINER(7) FAREA(7) ELEN(7)
REAL*8 EELK(8,8j DW(8),DAAD(8),DLEN(8)
CO M PLEX*16 EDKL(5,8),EDKR(8 8) EBKL(818),EBKR(8,8),DCMPLX
CO M MnN E.MOD,EINER,EAREA,EL H EAHO
COMMON EELK EDKL,EDKR,E6KL,E6KR
COMMON DW,n^AD,DLEN
rO M t'nN SXXL,SXYL,SYXL,SYYL,DXXL,DXYL,DYXL,DYYL
COMMON SXXR,SXYR, SYXR,SYYR,DXXR,DXYR,DYXR,DYYR
CAT , L ZEROMC(EBKR,A,8)
EBKR(5,5)=DCMPLX(SXXR,ROMEGA*DXXR)
'EBKR(5.7))=DCMPLX(SXYR,ROMEGA*DXYR)
EBKR(7,5)=DCMPLX(SYXR,ROMEGA*DYXR)
F,BKR(7,7):DCMPLX(SYYR,ROMEGA*DYYR)
RETURN
END
,
,SURRnUTINE; ZEROM(AI J)
C IN ITIALTZES A REAL M A''fRfX TO UP0
PF,AL$b A(l)
T I=I *J
rC 10 K-1 IX
10 A(K)=0.00
PETURN
FNC
SUBROUTINE ZEROMC(A I J)
C INITIALIZES A COMPLEX WRIX TO ZERO
COMPLEX*16 A(I,J)
00 10 K=1,I
nO In L=I,,J
10 A(K,T.)=(O.ODO,O,ODO)
PEHRN
END
SUBROUTINE CADDMI(A B,I,J)
C ADDS 
A
A MATRIX TO A COMPLEX MATRIX
C,'OMPLEX*16 B(I,J)
00 10 f(=1 , I
DO 10 L=1,J
10 B(K,W=A(K,L)+B(K,L)
100 RETURN
END
SUPROUTINE: CMULTM(A,K 1 8 J,C)
C MULTIPLIES T` IV I O COMPLEX MQT^tICES
CO M PLEX*lo A(32,32),B(32,1),C(32,1)
00 10 L=1,K
DO 10 M=1 ,,J
C(T,,m)=(0.0D0,0.400)
DO 10 N=1
C(L,M)=CU ,M)+A(L,N)*B(N,M)
10 CONTINUE
100 RETURN
END
.SURROUTINE CADDh12(A,R,I,J)
C ADDS TO CO MPLEX MATRICES
COMPLEX*i61A(I,J),8(I,J)
DO 10 L=1,J
10 B(K,L)=A(K,L)+R(K,L)
100 RETURN
FND
,
.SLJPRfllJTl AlF CrNV(NoA,AI)
C CTNV .FINCS THE INVPRSP nF THE COMPLEX DOORLE
C PPKCUlr-N 'A AT P TX S P Y rA ► I SS ELI M INATION iAITH
C PAPTI l L PT IMMIG. T W E I IIVFPSF- OF MATRIX 5 is
C	 STOPP, n, T s g I
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Figure 4. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case Bl. Plain Cylindrical Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Figure 5. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B3. Plain Cylindrical Bearings. e = 0.50.
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Figure 6. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B5. Plain Cylindrical Bearings. e = 0.70.
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Case B7,, Plain Cylindrical'Bearings. E: = 0.20.
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Figure 8. Journl' Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
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Figure 9. Journal Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case Bll. Plain Cylindrical Bearings. E = 0.70.
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Case B13. Axial Groove Bearings. e	 0.20.
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Case B15. Axial Groove Bearings. s
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Figure 12. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B17. Axial Groove Bearings. e = 0.70.
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Case B19. Axial Groove Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Case B21. Axial Groove Bearings. e = 0.50.
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Case B23. Axial Groove Bearings. E 	 0.70.
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Figure 16. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B25. Partial Arc Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Case B27. Partial Arc Bearings. E	 0.50.
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Figure 18. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor,xn_End Bearings.
Case B29. Partial Arc Bearings. e = 0.70.
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Figure 19. Journal Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B31. Partial Arc Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Figure 20. Journal Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B33. Partial Arc Bearings. e = 0.50.
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Figure 21. Journal Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bear-.,
Case B35. Partial Arc Bearings.
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Figure 22. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B37. Tilting Pad Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Figure 23. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings..
Case B39. Tilting Pad Bearings. e = 0.50.
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Figure 24.. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
}	 Case B41. Tilting Pad Bearings. e = 0.70.
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Figure 25. Journal Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B43. Tilting Pad Bearings. e = 0.20.
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Case B45. Tilting Pad Bearings. e = 0.50,
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Case 847. Tilting Pad Bearings. E = 0.70.
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Figure 28. Midspan Unbalance Response of Uniform Rotor in End Bearings.
Case B49. Plain Cylindrical Bearings. e = 0.30.
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Figure 30. Procedure for cinding an Equivalent Rotor
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Figure 31. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 1. Rigid Bearings.
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Figure 32. Stepped Rotor Response. Case 1. Plain Cylindrical
Bearings.
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Figure 33. Equivalent Rotor Response. Case 1. Plain Cylindrical
Bearings.
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Figure 34. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 2. Rigid Bearings.
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Figure 35. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 2. Flexible Bearings.
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Figure 36. Equivalent Rotor Response. Case 2. Flexible Bearings.
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Figure 37. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 3. Rigid Bearings.
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Figure 38. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 3. Flexible Bearings.
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Figure 39. Response of Equivalent Rotor. Case 3. Flexible Bearings.
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Figure 40. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 4. Rigid Bearings.
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Figure 41. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 4. Flexible Bearings.
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Figure 42. Response of Equivalent Rotor. Case 4. Flexioe Bearing.:
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Figure 43~ Response of Stepped Rotor. Cade 5. Rigid Bearings.
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Figure 44. Response of Stepped Rotor. Case 5. Flexible Bearings.
Figure 45. Response of Equivalent Rotor. Case 5. Flexible Bearings.
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e2.5 ---^ BALANCE
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t
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ROTOR WEIGHT: 88 LB,
END DISKS: 18 LB, EACH
CENTER DISK: 36 LB,
DRIVE., ELECTRIC MOTOR AT END
SPEED'RANGE: 24,000 RPM
FLUID VISCOSITY: 0.65 CS (77°F)
0,51 CS (130°F)
BEARINGS: 4 SHOE TILTING PAD
LID RATIO: 1,0
CLEARANCE RATIO: 3 x 10r3IVI N.
(MACHINED CLEARANCE)
PAD ARC LENGTH: 80 DEGREES
PIVOT POSITION: 44 DEGREES
FROM LEADING EDGE
GEOMETRIC PRELOAD : 0.5
Figure 46. Lund-Orcutt Rotor System Details,
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Figure 47. Unbalance Response Amplitudes of Lund-Orcutt Rotor in Free-
Free Mode. From Ref. [5].
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Figure 51. Unbalance Response Amplitudes of Lund-Tonneson Rotor.
From Ref. [16].
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Figure 53, Kendig Gas Turbine Rotor System Details.
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Figure 55. Kendig Steam Turbine Rotor System Details.
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Figure 56. Steam Turbine Unbalance Response.
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